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Abstract
Hydrothermal vents are complex pipe-like structures, formed by fracturing, transport and eruption of hydrothermal fluids. This kind of
structure is commonly associated with magmatic activity, mainly in the form of sills or similar intrusions. Several studies in sedimentary basins
around the world have emphasized the importance of hydrothermal vents as diagnostic markers for magmatic intrusions, which can generate
localized heat anomalies that may change the timing and intensity of hydrocarbon generation and promote the circulation of fluids, which may
cause significant porosity modification in the reservoirs. Despite the importance of these features for the analysis of petroleum systems, there
are few specific studies of hydrothermal vents in the Brazilian South Atlantic margin basins.
During this study, several hydrothermal vents and ducts, as well as the intrusive bodies associated with such structures, were mapped in 127 2D
seismic lines spaced across an 11,900 km2 area located in the central Campos Basin. The seismic attributes that enabled better visualization of
these structures were the cosine phase and the instantaneous phase, by highlighting the strong discontinuity of layers and faults. The vents show
dome and eye-shaped geometries, and the ducts are most often connected to pre-existing faults. The Campos Basin experienced intense
magmatism during the Neocomian, responsible for the generation of tholeiitic basalts floods, diabase intrusions, tuffs, hydrovolcanic breccias,
and epiclastic rocks. The hydrothermal vents and their linked intrusive bodies are distributed along the rift section, which contains the main
source rocks of the basin and also encompasses important reservoirs. Hydrothermal activity has promoted enhanced generation and migration
of hydrocarbons, as well as of fluids responsible for dissolution and dolomitization in the rift succession, which may have influenced
significantly the origin and evolution of the extensive, overlying pre-salt reservoirs.
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INTRODUCTION

DATABASE AND AREA

Hydrothermal vents
Small structures
Occurrence

127 seismic lines (5,955

Complex pipe-like structures, formed by fracturing, transport and erup�on of hydrothermal ﬂuids
(Planke et al., 2005).

km), from Brazil Na�onal
Petroleum Agency (ANP)
database

From hundreds of m to 2-3 km
Commonly associated to magma�c ac�vity, mainly as sills or similar intrusions.

Important diagnosis of intrusions

Regionally spaced:

Diagnos�c indica�on for magma�c intrusions, which can generate localized heat

4 to 10 km

anomalies that may inﬂuence the �ming and intensity of hydrocarbon genera�on and promote ﬂuid circula�on, which may cause

Area: 11,900 km2 (Fig. 01)

signiﬁcant porosity modiﬁca�on in the reservoirs.

Despite the relevance of these features for the analysis of petroleum systems, there are very few
speciﬁc studies of hydrothermal vents in the Brazilian South Atlantic margin basins.
300000

360000

BRAZIL
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GEOLOGICAL SETTING
Location of the Campos Basin: eastern Brazilian con�nental margin, covering an area of
115,800Km2 (Fig.1A), with a small por�on on land (5800km2) and the rest oﬀshore.

7620000

Origin: associated with the breakup of Gondwana and the opening of the South Atlan�c Ocean.
Campos
Basin

The Basin inﬁll: divided into 3 stra�graphic megasequences: Ri�, Post-Ri� (Sag) and Dri� (Fig. 2).

A
Line: I

Distensive tectonism (Neocomian rifting): produced a system of grabens and horsts elongated in the
SW-NE direc�on; lacustrine sedimenta�on (Atafona and Coqueiros fms.), laterally associated with
alluvial fan sediments of the lower Lagoa Feia Gr. (Itapaboana Fm.; Fig. 2). Early stages with intense
volcanic ac�vity (Cabiúnas Fm.) with ages between 120 and 113 Ma.
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Fig. 1: Loca�on map of the recognized hydrothermal vents. A) Loca�on of the
Campos Basin , eastern Brazil. B) Seismic lines used for the iden�ﬁca�on of vents
(yellow and cyan circles) and well E (red circle). From Alvarenga et al., 2016.
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Fig.2. Stra�graphic chart of the ri� sec�on in the Campos Basin. The end of the ri� sec�on varies according to diﬀerent authors. Modiﬁed from
Winter et al. (2007). (CB = Cabiúnas Fm., ITA = Itapaboana Fm., ATA = Atafona Fm, CQ = Coqueiros Fm.s, GGU = Gargaú Fm., MCB = Macabu
Fm., RT = Re�ro Fm.). From Alvarenga et al., 2016.
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IDENTIFICATION:
HYDROTHERMAL VENTS

RESULTS

At seismic scale classiﬁed based on reﬂector geometries
External shape
Internal pa�ern of the seismic reﬂectors and base and top reﬂectors
overlying these structures
The outline of the structures in hydrothermal vents complex can be: (i)
crater-shaped, (ii) dome-shaped and (iii) eye-shaped, (Planke et al., 2005) (Fig. 3).

SILLS / SILLS COMPLEXES
Sills form reﬂectors with high amplitude and con�nuity;
O�en with lateral abrupt termina�ons easily dis�nguished from the
surrounding strata;
Sills may occur individually, or associated, forming large sill complexes,
covering over 10’s of kilometers (Hansen, 2006) (Fig.4).

DUCTS

Mapping hydrothermal vents
Detailed mapping allowed to recognize 11 sill-ducts-vent structures recognized across several 2D seismic lines in the Campos Basin, oﬀshore Brazil. The recognized hydrothermal vents display a
dome-shaped geometry (8 of 11), or a eye-shaped type geometry (3 of 11).

Dome-shaped hydrothermal vents (Fig. 5)

Eye-shaped hydrothermal vents (Fig. 6)

Top reﬂectors: low to high amplitude.
Relation with overburden reﬂectors: characterized by a subtle divergence.
The basal reﬂectors: moderate to high amplitude, and concordant with underlying reﬂectors.
Internal ﬁlling: predominantly chao�c, some may also present semi-con�nuous reﬂectors.
The ducts: O�en connected to a pre-exis�ng fault, and thus classiﬁed as fault-related type.
Only in one of the vents the duct connects directly to the intrusive body, through a structure with a
downward-tapering conical shape (Hansen, 2006).
The intrusive bodies: Con�nuous reﬂectors with moderate to high impedance and con�nuity.
The dominant geometric shapes are saucer and half-moon. These are climbing saucer-shaped and
layer-parallel rough geometries.

Top reﬂectors: moderate to high amplitude.
Relation with overburden reﬂectors: characterized by subtle divergence.
The basal reﬂector: low to moderate amplitude and concordant with underlying reﬂectors.
Internal ﬁlling: chao�c geometry.
The ducts: connected to or anchored in pre-exis�ng faults, classiﬁed as fault-related type
(Hansen, 2006).
The intrusive bodies: directly associated with eye-shaped vents were not clearly imaged in
seismic lines. However, in some intervals the reﬂectors are con�nuous, with moderate to high
impedance and geometrical shapes such as saucer or half-moon, and hence the presence of
basal�c rocks can be inferred.

Calibration of seismic textures
with well data
Using seismic a�ribute (Fig. 7)
A combination of seismic attributes was
used:
RMS amplitude
Cosine phase
Rela�ve acous�c impedance

Seismic Attribute: Normal Phase
3

Ducts are recognized by slightly higher accous�c impedance than the
surrounding strata;
May show three main types of geometry: (i) pipe-like, (ii)
downward-tapering cone, and (iii) fault-related, (Hansen, 2006) (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3: Outline of the structures in hydrothermal vents complex. Each structure is composed of an upper and
lower part. The upper part shows three diﬀerent shapes in seismic data: (i) crater, (ii) dome, (iii) eye; connected
through the duct with sills in the lower por�on. Modiﬁed from Planke et al. (2005). B) Schema�c illustra�ons of
the terminology used to characterize hydrothermal vents complexes. Modiﬁed from Hansen (2006).
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Fig. 4: Schema�c diagram illustra�ng the diﬀerents types of ducts that connect the vents with sills. A) Pipe-like; C
Fig. 5: A) Loca�on map shows Seismic line III. B) Seismic expression (normal phase) of the dome-shaped vent iden�ﬁed in seismic line III. C)
B) Downward-tapering cone; C) Fault-related. Extracted from Hansen (2006).
Detail of Vent 01 in normal phase. D) Enhancement of vent by using the RMS Amplitude seismic a�ribute. E) Enhancement of vent by using
the Instantaneous Phase seismic a�ribute. From Alvarenga et al., 2016.
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Fig. 6: A) Loca�on map shows Seismic line IV. B) Seismic expression (normal phase) of the eye-shaped vent iden�ﬁed in seismic line IV. C)
Detail of Vent 01 in normal phase.D) Enhancement of vent using the RMS Amplitude seismic a�ribute. E) Enhancement of vent using the
Instantaneous Phase seismic a�ribute. From Alvarenga et al., 2016.

1

Fig. 7: Seismic images extracted from seismic line VII (loca�on in
Fig. 1) and presented without (top) and with interpreta�on (bottom). Note the clear and dis�nc�ve seismic textures 1, 2 and 3 deﬁned by diﬀerent brightness and con�nuity. From Alvarenga et al.,
2016.
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RESULTS
Calibration of seismic textures with well data (continue)
In the study area, only few wells were drilled in the deeper zones, close to the recognized vents.
Reﬂectors with:
Can be indicative of:

(1) carbonate deposits,
(2) basal�c ﬂows, or
(3) more probably interﬁngering of carbonate deposits with basal�c ﬂows, o�en
interfering seismic imaging, as both have the same impedance characteris�cs
(moderate to high amplitude and high con�nuity) reducing reﬂec�vity.

Good con�nuity
Moderate to high amplitude
Geometrical shapes such as saucer or half-moon
Abrupt termina�ons

Using Well
Well E:

The lithological composi�on of seismic textures is represented by the lithologic dominance of the interval.
The lithological groups are deﬁned in three seismic facies (Fig. 8):
used for the calibra�on of seismic textures with the drilled lithology and composite logs (Fig. 9).
Seismic characteristics

Seismic facies 1

2
1

- strongly damaged by small
faults;
- fractures associated with
strong to medium reflectors,
semi-continuous,
- low amplitude and slightly
thick and tilted.

3

Volcanic-sedimentary successions

Interpretation

Main Lithologies
Sandstones, shales,
calcilutites

Mixed fine-grained rocks

Seismic characteristics

Seismic facies 3

- medium and weak
reflectors,
- semi-continuous,
- low amplitude and thin
nature

2

Main Lithologies
Basalts and sedimentary rocks

Interpretation

Seismic characteristics
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2
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2
Interpretation

- very continuous reflectors,
- thick and strong reflections,
- interbedded with or even
floating within the
thinly-layered seismic
package
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Fig. 8: Seismic expression and characteris�cs of seismic facies 1, 2 and 3. Modiﬁed from Alvarenga et al., 2016.
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CONCLUSIONS
This study highlights new geological elements that can inﬂuence
Campos Basin petroleum systems. Hydrothermal vents were identiﬁed in seismic sections and correlated with regional tectono-magmatic events.

The magma�sm occurs as discrete, yet pervasive features, distributed along
the ri� sec�on. Cabiúnas volcanism was apparently s�ll ac�ve along ri�ing and
may extend con�nuously to the dri� succession, as the sea-ﬂoor spreading
basalts.
The occurrence of associated magma�sm can be one more factor contribu�ng
to the proliﬁc oil genera�on in Campos Basin.
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